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very much in keeping with the ‘Colombian Toes’ legacy of this being the era in which Tyler grew up, of his hometown of Santa Fe and childhood home of Abiquiu, where he spent his summers. And as the saying goes, “It’s hard to put your finger on it, but there’s just something about New Mexico; it feels romantic… it’s such a beautiful place, its vastness and the beauty of the land, the mountains, the red desert, the blue sky…”—Tyler Hawn Tyler is so lucky to live in New York City, though. What he misses most from home is access to natural landscapes, the ability to

live in a place where he could go for walks without everyone around him knowing he was coming. That landscape became more and more of a reality in his homes and homes within his homes (see the podium pictured above). Making a departure from his previous collections, where he had been more topline than silhouette, one of the brand's signature black button-downs was given a full collar to tie into the avant-garde aesthetic. If you’ve been living in a cave, Tyler Hawn is the designer to watch for Fall. If you’re curious about looking like a runway model when you out,
the look is yours too. This is Tyler’s second collaboration with Tule on a project where he visits his favorite places in-town and creates a capsule collection from the basics to the essentials. Expect to see that theory expanded across the world and through more and more collaborations. Tyler Hawn x Tule, the latest in their string of multi-disciplinary collaborations, opened their doors on December 10th,
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